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Project: Development of the national Virtual Observatory 
based on robotic telescopes, Big-Data technologies, and 
high-performance computing (No. BR10965141)

https://fai.kz/projects/virtobs 

https://fai.kz/projects/virtobs


The goal and general conception of the program:
Creation and development of the National Virtual observatory to enhance the 
capabilities of astronomical research and provide services to external users. 
Development of the methods to process, store and analyze Big Data in 
astronomy for the investigation of near-Earth and deep space objects.
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Task 1: Development of control system for 
remotely operational optical telescopes

Results in six months of 2021:
1. Observatory infrastructure development [in progress]
2. Telescopes and equipment automation [in progress]
3. Data reduction software development [in progress]



Task 1: Development of control system for 
remotely operational optical telescopes

Results in 2022:
1. Observatory infrastructure development [complete]
2. Telescopes and equipment automation [in progress]
3. Data reduction software development [complete]



Task 2: Expansion of computational resources 
for storage, processing and analysis of Big Data

Results in six months of 2021:
1. Acquisition, assembly and configuration of the big-data 

storage system [complete]
2. Acquisition, assembly and configuration of computational 

nodes for big-data processing [in progress]

Figure - Expanded computer cluster in FAI
(a) system for big-data storage, 
(b) computational servers for numerical simulations and big-data processing, 
(с) general-purpose servers for the hosting of the VO digital core and job 
scheduler, as well as other required services and processes,
(d) uninterrupted power supplies for the protection of the servers and their 
autonomous work in case of electricity failure



Task 2: Expansion of computational resources 
for storage, processing and analysis of Big Data

Results in 2022:
1. Acquisition, assembly and configuration of the big-data 

storage system [complete]
2. Acquisition, assembly and configuration of computational 

nodes for big-data processing [in progress]



Task 3: Digitization of the FAI astroplates library and its use 
in conjunction with modern photometric and spectral data

Results in six months of 2021:
1. Analysis of the total amount of archived data stored 

on different media: plates and films. Checking up 
the safety and quality of archived data, sorting 
them up. [complete]

2. Test scanning of samples of astroplates and 
selecting the necessary parameters for scanning 
the entire data archive. [complete]

3. Catalog analysis and selection of the most suitable 
algorithms for astrometric reduction [complete]



Task 3: Digitization of the FAI astroplates library and its use 
in conjunction with modern photometric and spectral data

Results in 2022:
1. Digitization of the photometric and spectral 

astroplates library, archiving data in the FITS 
format. Filling out the information into an 
electronic journal from archival handwritten 
observation logs [in progress]

2. Provide a unified identification system to bring the 
virtual observatory's astronomical databases up to 
standard [complete]

3. Provide additional individual information for each 
frame by its identification number [in progress]



Results in six months of 2021:
1. Analysis of existing job schedulers for automated 

usage of computational resources, and of the 
associated software packages [complete]

Figure on the right - Monitoring of the parameters of the VO computer 
cluster
(nodes caslake1-caslake5) with the configured Grafana system

Task 4: Automation of the computational resources usage

Results in 2022:
1. Installation and configuration of the job scheduler 

and all associated software packages for 
automated usage of the computational resources 
[in progress]

Figure on the left - Snapshot of the web-interface of the tuned virtual 
environment Proxmox. On the left is a list of active LXC-containers.



Task 5: Integration of computational and astronomical data from ground-based 
telescopes and computing facilities, and providing access to them

Results in six months of 2021:
1. Development of the blueprint for the digital core of the virtual observatory 

and its interfaces for the interaction with other VO modules [complete]



Task 5: Integration of computational and astronomical data from ground-based 
telescopes and computing facilities, and providing access to them

Results in 2022:
1. Assembly of fail-safe server to host the digital core 

of the virtual observatory [complete]
2. Development of the interoperability interface 

between the digital core and the database 
[complete]

3. Development of the interoperability interface 
between the digital core and the automated 
telescopes [complete]

4. Development of the interoperability interface 
between the digital core and the computational 
cluster [complete]



Task 6: Development of Big Data and data mining methods, 
algorithms and tools for the investigation of space objects 

Results in six months of 2021:
1. Development of software packages for the analysis 

of observational data and catalogs involving data 
mining algorithms [in progress]

Software & codes: 
- Basic version of the computer code for query and 

analysis of astronomical catalogs
- Basic version of the program code for pipeline 

astrometry and photometry

Results in 2022:
1. Development of software packages for the analysis of 

observational data and catalogs involving data mining 
algorithms [in progress]

2. Development of methods, algorithms and tools for Big 
Data for effective analysis of astronomical data [in 
progress]

Software & codes, algorithms:
- block diagram of the analysis software
- code for header compilation of the digitized astroplates
- code for primary reduction of the digitized spectra



Task 1. Upgraded experimental infrastructure for near-Earth and deep space research. Automated control of 
optical telescopes for remote access observations. Optical telescopes remote access control system for images 
and spectra acquisition of space objects.

Task 2. Сomputing cluster to provide a service for storing, processing, and analysis of astronomical Big Data

Task 3. Photometric and spectral databases of the digitized astroplates library of astronomical objects 
integrated into VO's digital environment

Task 4. Digital infrastructure in computational cluster automating the usage of its resources

Task 5. Digital core of the virtual observatory integrated with all other VO components and providing a 
unified user interface to interact with those components, integrated database, informational web-resource

Task 6. Software packages for processing and analyzing large multi-dimensional arrays of astronomical data

Project expected results in 2023



Project publications



Further VO plans and funding
1. Development of the Assy-Turgen Observatory within the scope of VO
2. Active International collaboration on various topics (incl. Kaz-VO developing)
3. Implementing F.A.I.R. principles for observational and simulation data

Funding will be provided by two Ministries:

- Ministry of Digital Development, Innovation and Aerospace Industry
- Ministry of Science and Higher Education



Supervision in VO



Cooperation, training and conferences
1. IVOA Interops
2. Second ESCAPE School on VO
3. Local conferences
4. Internal seminars
5. Internships

Cooperation agreement with Astronomisches Rechen-Institut  - August 2022
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